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Transcript of Seminar:  In role as a theatre director. 

 

Caucasian Chalk Circle by Bertolt Brecht 

 

Using Music: 

In scene three, I am making the character of the singer, sing her lines. I will use a very simple melody, 

as the music will be used to keep the audience’s attention, and she is like a storyteller to inform 

them of what was going to happen next, foreshadowing.   

 

The singer can move through the audience as she sings making direct eye contact with them, so she 

breaks the fourth wall and alerting the audience to important details they should be paying attention 

to. 

 

Changing character: 

I am  using this idea as actors are going to play multiple characters. The cast are wearing a base of 

blacks and there will be identifiers to be worn to represent that role. For example, Grusha will carry a 

baby blanket, the Monk a hip flask, and the mother in law will wear a styled hair wig.  These 

characters represent a universal type of character. For example: The drunken monk represents 

‘corruption in religion’. When our second actor takes over Grusha’s role she will be given the baby 

blanket.  

 

Alienation effect: 

To apply Brecht’s alienation effect I will direct the monk to use enlarged physicalisation and direct 

address. His speech will be directed straight at the audience and he will use large wide arm gestures 

and staggers in his walk contrasting with his stereotypical composed walk.  

 

Contrast will also be used during the funeral dance. Instead of this being sad and gloomy it will be a 

spirited dance with the music being unexpectedly high pitched and uplifting. This is not the music 

expected at a funeral and is intended to make the audience do a ‘double take’ and think more deeply 

about what is happening with the drunken Monk. The Monk will also distort his voice during his 

speech and say the sad lines in a happy tone that conveys he is ‘merry’ from the alcohol. This will 

support the theme of corruption in religion.  

 

Lighting will be simple. The lighting will be bright white and the lighting stands will not be hidden 

from the audience. Brecht wants the audience to ‘open their eyes’ and look at the world of human 

affairs as unjust and therefore changeable. 

 

At times the actors will speak the stage instructions for the monk so the audience are not drawn into 

the story too deeply and stay detached. 

 


